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Using the practical and highly-effective 
11 Steps of Negotiation you can break 
through all the barriers that prevent 
you reaching mutually agreeable 
outcomes.

Written by an expert with over 25 
years of successful negotiating, Win 
Win will teach you, step by step, the 
essential art of effective negotiation. 
Whatever the situation, whatever you 
want, you’ll discover how to negotiate 
powerfully, persuasively and with one 
eye firmly on the prize: 

• Save time, money and eliminate 
lengthy debates

• Avoid conflict and disagreement and 
learn to manage difficult people  

• Get more of what you want, more 
often with the power of persuasion

• Boost your confidence and always get 
the results you’re after

The only obstacle to you  
getting what you want is you!
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11.
Read body language

Introduction
Reading body language is crucial for making decisions when you 
are negotiating.

T!P TOP TIP!

Reading body language can be intuitive and common sense. 
The problem with common sense is that it is not that common.

Body language helps us to understand what people are thinking and 
what they really mean by reading their gestures. It is not difficult to 
read body language, but people tend to ignore it and rely on what is 
said.

You will note that, generally, reading body language is a skill that 
needs to be observed consciously.

Reading body language generally is a right brain skill. Whilst our 
unconscious mind is pretty good at picking up the signals, it is more 

In this chapter you will learn:

negotiating.

give you an insight into what people are thinking.

the right impression and give positive signals to the other 
side.

mean.
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likely that they will be ignored because we are concentrating on 
numbers, figures, listening, thinking what to say next and working 
things out in general.

It is vital in a negotiation that we observe, interpret and check the 
non-verbal signals we are receiving to ensure they match the verbal 
evidence. The body and the mind are inseparable; how we think 
shows somewhere in our physical micro-expressions (small, usually 

The drunk in a bar says:

‘My dog plays poker.’

The barman asks:

‘Is he any good?’

The drunk says:

‘No – he is hopeless. Every time he gets a good hand, he wags 
his tail.’

The moral of the story is:

Do you wag your tail in a negotiation – or do you play your cards 
close to your chest?

Original research into body language

words: what is actually said.

tone of voice: the way it is said.

silent speech signals: the body 
language.

you will find that most books quote these figures.
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now accept that the words have a lot more significance than 7 per 
cent, body language is still very important.

It has been said that only one person in a hundred is proficient at 
reading and interpreting body language. Yet an enormous

T!P TOP TIP!

Body language signals generally are not noticed consciously, 
unless we have trained ourselves or we make a conscious 
attempt to notice them.

you will become a much better negotiator.

Why body language signals are ignored in a negotiation

the words.

tense and we do not use our right brain observation skills that 

How to read body language
One signal on its own can be very misleading; it is the clusters that 
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negotiation, and thinking about it negatively.

we were very sorry. ‘No,’ he answered, slightly embarrassed. ‘I had 

WARNING!

Body language reflects what the person is thinking rather 
than what they are saying.

Crossed arms could mean the person:

negotiation

What is important are the clusters that happen within a short  

statement.

The important thing is to look for clusters of signals.

something outside the meeting.

certain to be a negative gesture towards the deal.
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either change tack or gently challenge the response, depending on 
the circumstances.

Body language needs to be interpreted in clusters, based on 

are worth mentioning here:

Grooming/dress – you are going to be perceived as a more 

look. Like it or not, that is the way the world works.

Facial hair
more likely to be perceived as less trustworthy than men who are 

agreement with people who are clean shaven.

cultural norms.

Hair
women is a good start.

General appearance

tattoos should be avoided or covered up, as they might not be 
perceived as you would want.
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T!P TOP TIP!

Understanding them will make our decision making better.

Because the mind and body are directly and instantly 
connected, what we think about is transmitted in our body 
language.

Posture
Leaning forward

 

with your proposal. You might ask, ‘Is there anything else you need 
to know?’

Leaning back

the outstanding negotiation issues. Match their body language, lean 

issues they are disagreeing with.

Head tilting

This signifies listening attentively. Watch the way animals do it. They 
do it when they are listening to what you are saying, particularly 
cats and dogs.

Tilting your head, together with a warm smile and good eye contact, 
will increase the impact and build rapport. Use the same gesture 

The more rapport you have in a negotiation, the more likely it is that 

better answers.
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Leaning on an elbow

Leaning on an elbow with your head in your hand signifies boredom. 

perceive disinterest and are more likely to assume that it will be 
difficult to get agreement with you.

Hands and feet
Hands on the table

 
It shows that the person is quite relaxed and open minded. When 
people do this, generally, their palms are open, unless they are 
holding a pen or something similar.

this technique all the time.

Steepling
This is a gesture where the finger tips touch and the palms are apart. 

gesture. Question them and find out why they are so confident. Is it 

or not they have a good hand.

short and you still do not know what cards or tricks the other side 
has got up their sleeve.

better your decision making will be.

Hands pressed together

like you are praying.

that is the impression you will give.
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a religious ceremony, as the person subconsciously does not want 

together level with the chest, they might be pressed together under 
the table.

Folded arms

are cold, they are having negative internal thoughts, or they are 

If you want to be 
seen as open, then avoid folded arms.

Folded ankles

as crossed arms but, potentially, it indicates the same negativity. I 
read once that people with crossed ankles still have concessions to 

still to give have crossed ankles.

Although I have to say that it is difficult to see their crossed ankles 
under the table normally, unless you have a glass table.

Crossed legs

Rubbing the back of your neck

This implies that either the person or the situation is giving them a 
pain in the neck.

T!P TOP TIP!

‘You are a pain in the neck!’ ‘You are a blinking liar!’ These old 
expressions, passed down through the centuries, were passed 
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Head/hair grooming

The person you are negotiating with raises their arm and smooths 
down their hair. In adults, this is a gesture that suggests not knowing 
what to do next.

Stroking chin

circumstances.

wait to see what happens next. Never try to sway their evaluation 
process.

At this point, you might mirror their body language, as you find out 

Protecting throat/Adam’s apple

our Adam’s apple. When people are protecting it, and this is a commonly 

Hands hidden

Do they have something to hide? In a more dangerous situation, we 

a negotiation that was very aggressive and it did cross my mind that 

moved into my space and I noticed they had their hands clenched. I 
moved backwards very quickly, and looked. They had a pen.
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Foot pointing

pointing towards the door, you know they are thinking about leaving. 

enough.

Facial gestures
Smiles

might get the wrong impression.

approximately only 14 muscles.

better.

T!P TOP TIP!

someone’s day. This is the same as the phenomenon with 

Frowning

noticed enough in a negotiation.
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Nodding

Use nodding to get an agreement. By nodding when asking a 
question or making a statement, you might help the other person  

Head shaking

is that the words are wrong, and they are in disagreement.

Head down as opposed to looking up

negative people look down. To be positive and confident, you need 
to be looking up and then having your head at a 90-degree angle is 

Eyes: eye contact and eye movements
Keep your eyes open. Use peripheral vision so as not to stare and  

Eye contact

connect and have rapport, not too much so as to be threatening  
 

little practice, you will do this easily in negotiation meetings. It is 
 

Rubbing eyes

We rub our eyes when we are tired and we want to go to sleep. 
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Glasses

reactolite-type glasses and even glasses that have a dark tint. They 
will make you look less trustworthy to the other person.

example bigger darker rims.

Visual pacers

the presentation.

Glasses, a pen or a pointer could be used.

You gain eye contact by holding the item up and then moving the 
item to where you want them to look specifically.

Gaze

T!P TOP TIP!

The business negotiator’s gaze

ensures that you are communicating a business message. 

The social gaze
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connecting, outside the negotiating room, when rapport has 
been built.

The intimate gaze
the other person’s chest and even lower! This is not to be used in 
a business negotiation situation.

T!P TOP TIP!

Power gestures
Height

Never stand when someone else is sitting, unless it is your intention 

settee.

Deep armchairs restrict your posture, limit your ability to send out a 

Unless you are playing the power game, control your height.

she dealt with her height.

need rapport. Make sure you get the other person sitting down with 
you as soon as possible.

Intimidation
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occasionally, did people cover up their notes about their negotiating 

together’ to get agreement.

Standing up – power/control and confidence

more confident, stand upright with your shoulders back.

When talking to an important client on the telephone, usually I stand 
up. You sound more confident.

Space

a power gesture. You should respect other people’s personal space.

we should respect the other side’s space.

at which warm and empathetic connections are made. The opposite 
can be true and authority, power and status can be asserted quickly.

1. Intimate zone
were their property and let only people they are emotionally 
close to into it.

2. Personal zone – this is 45 cm–1.3 m. This is the distance at 

or at parties.

3. Business/social zone – this is 1.3–3.7 m. This is the distance at 
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4. Public zone – this is

Male and female

T!P TOP TIP!

Never stand directly opposite an unknown male. Never stand 

start.

Other significant non-verbal issues to consider in all 
types of negotiating
Sit at round tables

King Arthur was right: round tables are better because they 

working together towards a win win win.

win lose.

Only when there is a potential physical attraction between the two 
 

but could be an interesting 
negotiation situation.

Dress up

there is nothing you can do.
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office. I chose deliberately to wear a suit and a tie to create the 

very smartly and I wanted to be seen as her equal in the dress stakes.

Digging in heels

T!P TOP TIP!

When you are negotiating on the phone, you need to 
 

the other person is saying, as there is no available body 
language to see.

Rapport
People buy from people they like

 

Be as like the other person as you can, on the basis you want a win 
win win negotiated settlement.

Dress similarly, in a businesslike way. Match what they do in a subtle 
way. Understand their interests and be able to hold a conversation 
about them.

Isopraxis – Mirror and match or postural echoing

other pre-eminent bodies.

 
or aping a behaviour, gesture or accessories, including impulsive 
tendencies such as clapping when audience members nearby 
applaud and yawning when others yawn.
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Appearing, behaving and acting the same way makes it easier to  
be accepted; looking alike suggests having the same views and it 

verbal communication, especially voice patterns and eye contact 
patterns.

synchronisation and rhythm. We should use this to our advantage 
when attempting to set up a win win win negotiation.

quickest ways to build rapport is to match or mirror someone else’s 
style. You might also match their voice speed, volume and tonality.

words, then you should use the same words. I was with a client 
recently and she used the words ‘tuned in’. This told me she is an 

back to her that we will get her people tuned in to the best practice 
in negotiation skills.

T!P TOP TIP!

Watch people discreetly in bars and public places.

you will notice that, unconsciously, they are mirroring each 

unconscious mirroring not mimicking.

Use body talk to positive effect in non-business 
situations
Check out how you are getting on with a dinner date
Test your rapport by moving your wine glass. When at dinner, move 

harder at your rapport!
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Watch people’s pupils

more. Add that to the wine glass test above and you are doing really 
well. On a serious note, a good poker hand, negotiation position or 
other type of excitement will have the same effect.

There is a drug called pilocarpine that makes your pupils smaller, so 

In animation, Bambi had large pupils and looked very attractive; the 
wicked witch had beady little eyes.

Make yourself more or less attractive
You can now buy contact lenses that will make your pupils look 
bigger, or change your eye colour to bright blue or dark brown.

Avoid a speeding fine

officer, this is a tactic that was recommended to me 15 years ago. 

and open your palms whilst apologising. It is said that this improves 

Serving people

Research has shown that waiters, who reduce their height when at 
a table and touch clients on the elbow when helping select choices 

WARNING!

might think you going towards them is a threat, rather than 
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To sum up:

Check for consistency
receive body signals that do not correspond with what is being 

Deliberately ask a similar question and then see what reaction 

Raise your awareness
you know the real meaning is not the spoken one.

Base your judgements on the entire picture – not on one 
snapshot. Read the non-verbal signs throughout a conversation 
and keep your conclusion open until the end.

T!P TOP TIP!

Take an observer with you to watch the body language.

I always recommend taking an observer to an important negotiation 

How to improve your own body language skills

train, at an airport or in a bar, and see what you pick up intuitively 
about their conversations. You will be surprised how easy it is when 
you relax and observe.

Alternatively, turn the sound down on a television programme and 

understanding. Watch politicians with the sound turned down and 
you will be surprised at what you see.
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television company was asked to confirm that the company 
could repay the loan at expiry. As he said it was possible, he 
rubbed his nose several times.

When people say things that they do not believe are necessarily 

The moral of the story is:

How to manage your body language
You need to know how your body language comes across to  
others in important circumstances. You could be giving away vital 

Do: 

Do not: 
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Appear natural by: 

 

WARNING!

 
to disguise what you mean or what you really believe with 
your body language than it is with your words. This is why 

considerable training in concealing their visual gestures.

Power posing – fake it until you make it
You can find a lot of tips and hints on the internet in respect of 
body language and negotiations.

There is one TED talk (the organisation devoted to spreading ideas, 

Due to the impact on the mind and body being almost instantaneous, 
she has proved that power posing increases confidence levels 

it until you make it.

All you do is find a quiet place where no one can see you and put 
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increases the testosterone levels and decreases the cortisol  

T!P TOP TIP!

‘In life you can’t help the cards you get dealt – but what counts 
is how you play them.’
ALVIN LAW

 

Recap

clusters that need to be interpreted.

Just watch them and this will improve your skills.

right than the words.
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